**Australia**

Hong Kong is a fast growing pioneer market for vegan (plant-based) foods. Many famous brands have chosen Hong Kong first for the new product launches, including Beyond Meat, Impossible Foods and now **Bite Society** with its vegan milky choc balls and choc bloks. The company decided to make Hong Kong its first market for sales outside of Australia as it is an ideal place to enter the wider Asian markets and Hong Kong consumers are getting more eager for more non-dairy and plant based options.

*Food and Beverages*

*bitesociety.com*

---

**BLOSSOM** is based in Australia, combining upstream and downstream resource chains in the health industry. BLOSSOM protects human health with its powerful scientific research and development skills. The company is a top-notch worldwide health product development, production and sales enterprise. Blossom series products are made in Australia, providing vitamin supplements and natural health food products of the highest quality, which are natural, pure and healthy. The company specialises in research and development, production and sales of nutrition, health and natural products. Its mission is to bring everyone a healthy body and a happy life.

*Retail and Wholesale*

*blossomhealth.com.au*

---

**Champ Partners** is a human resources consultancy with deep human resources expertise in Hong Kong. With local team members having more than ten years of experience in the industry, Champ Partners can provide solutions ranging from recruitment to employment outsourcing, from payroll administration to other human resources administrative tasks. Champ Partners helps businesses big and small with their human resource management – freeing up internal staff to focus on the core business activities. The company is valued by its customers for fast turnaround time, professional advice, and strict compliance to Hong Kong’s employment regulations.

*Recruitment and Human Resources Services*

*champpartners.com*

---

**Jobpedia** is a human resources technology startup dedicated to developing the best human resources solutions servicing the ever-changing work environment. With founders having backgrounds in Australia and Mainland China, Jobpedia was established in Hong Kong to fully maximise the open market and its closeness to Mainland China and ASEAN markets.

As the world shifts toward contingent workforce, a lot of business processes still struggle with manual paperwork and offline workflows. Jobpedia is trying to change that by deeply understanding these workflows and building innovative software solutions to bring these processes to an all-in-one cloud platform – making human resources efficient and accessible anytime, anywhere.

*HR Management System and Recruitment Platform*

*www.jobpedia.hk*
**Dime Global (DIME)** is a Hong Kong incorporated company with focus on the creation of unique digital values on a global scale. It intends to expand its global presence from Hong Kong to Asia, Middle East and beyond.

DIME’s OTT Application – Dime Connect, is one of the innovative products which DIME has launched with a federated cloud architecture. This enables enterprises and governments to store messages at their own data center and exchange secure messages across nations through the federated cloud concept. The product ensures that customers will always be connected in secured medium to advance their business collaboration and keep within their risk management goals, bringing disruptive digital services in the OTT industry and vertical solutions to the market.

The company is part of DigitalMe Group in Bahrain which has the mission in creating the next evolution in the combined telecom and digital sector.

**Digital Business Communications and Marketing**

dimeglobal.net

---

**MyiCellar** is a mobile platform connecting merchants and wine lovers where people can purchase wine and spirit products from different merchants and browse tasting events organised by them.

MyiCellar helps wine and spirit merchants to digitise their business and reach their target audience more easily. The company is currently collaborating with over 50 merchants, listing over 5,000 bottles and has facilitated more than 500 tasting events.

As a wine hub, Hong Kong is one of the best locations to run a wine business in Asia with its tax advantage, experience of wine experts and abundance of wine collectors. Hong Kong is also a good connector with Mainland China and other city in Southeast Asia.

Currently, MyiCellar is based in Hong Kong with seven full time staff including marketing, design and IT.

**Food and Beverage**

myicellar.com

---

**Shootsta PTY. LTD.** is a video production company founded in Sydney Australia that enables companies to produce video content at scale and cost effectively with 24-hour turnaround time.

The reason for Shootsta investing in Hong Kong is the growing trend for companies here to produce video content on a regular basis.

Hong Kong is the North Asia’s regional office and was started with one staff in June 2018. The team has quickly grown into five as of March 2019 and is continuously growing to support the clients growth in the city. The team is expected to grow to ten by the end of 2019.

The company provides a one-stop solution for companies to produce video content from pre-production strategy and training, execution, to post-production services through hybrid of cloud infrastructure technology and an experienced team of video professionals.

**Video Production**

shootsta.com

---

**Bahrain**

**MyiCellar**

**Shootsta PTY. LTD.**

**Dime Global (DIME)**
**Appian Way** helps organisations train their in-house mobile app developers, manage their mobile app projects and run data analysis projects. More and more interactions and touch points are moving to the cloud and accessed or arranged via mobile apps. Knowing how to build them, smartly interact with customers and analyse data correctly is increasingly vital to businesses.

Appian Way believes the best long term business results come from apps built by dedicated and in-house teams. Before placing developers at customers’ offices, Appian Way assesses, hires and trains them so they can hit the ground running. More importantly, a two-year post-placement follow-up service is provided, offering weekly code review and up-skilling training to the developers. Due to an increased need for data analysis, Appian Way offers the same service for data scientists and data engineers. It helps customers structure and make sense of their data.

**Mobile App Training and Development**
appianway.co

---

**AvantFaire Investment Management Limited** provides securities advice and asset management services for investors. Focusing on impact investment, the company invests in both traditional and innovative businesses that deliver positive social impact as well as financial return by making direct private equity investments and managing funds of impact investment funds.

Through deep collaboration with its advisors and business partners, the company is dedicated to bringing impact investment products to professional investors in Hong Kong, and bridging them to investment allocations in ASEAN, Europe and North America. Impact investment is an emerging asset class in Asia. To close the gap between the availability of impact investment products and the increasing demand from professional investors, the company also engages local and overseas social enterprises and startup communities to nurture impact investment opportunities, while remains innovative in co-investment strategies with its partners.

**Asset Management**
avantfaireim.com

---

**Building Narrative** is an interior and architectural design consultancy. The company is proud to contribute to Hong Kong design culture through a growing portfolio of local projects, mostly for home-grown start-ups, including Klook Travel Technologies headquarters and Basao Tea flagship store. In the coming years, the company plans to expand with an operations office in Guangzhou to capture more projects in the Greater Bay Area and beyond.

**Architecture and Interior Design**
buildingnarrative.com

---

**eCup** is an all-in-one digital platform for coffee. The company has launched the service in Hong Kong since 2018. Its mission is to digitalise the entire coffee ordering journey and at the same time promote coffee culture in different age groups.

In eCup, user can explore cafés nearby and navigate menu of individual café. Ordering and digital payments are supported, and its digital stamps feature designed specifically for coffee lovers. From café owners’ perspective, eCup is an O2O platform which not just simply for increment of customer base and sales, reducing staff workload on payments, but also assist them with the unique CRM features on customer engagement such as VIP, gift and push notification service.

Up to end 2018, eCup has around 40 partnered cafés, which is around 15 percent market share of individual café in Hong Kong.

**Digital Coffee Platform**
ecup.hk
tamigo is a cloud solution that enables retail and hospitality chains to do smarter workforce management. Its customers gain transparency and consistency across their workforce operations by using tamigo. Customers can manage shift scheduling, track working hours, manage payroll and absences, communicate with their employees and handle all employee data, all in one solution.

Its big retail customers in Europe have benefited from tamigo for years. Now, they want to gain global transparency and consistency by using tamigo in their operations in Asia. The company has grown rapidly in Europe since 2011, and Hong Kong is the natural place for tamigo to start its investment in Asia, both geographically and culturally. The company has put an experienced consultant from its headquarters in charge of establishing our business here.

Workforce Management Software

tamigo.hk

Laboratoire Aguettant is a French pharmaceutical company focused on essential medicines, including emergency medicine, intensive care or Anesthesia. The group has been in Asia for several years with an office in Vietnam.

To support the rapid growth of partners and patients’ needs in Asia Pacific, a new regional office, Aguettant Asia Pacific HK, was established in Hong Kong in May 2018. Their staff are professionals dedicated to sales, regulatory affairs, and support functions to further increase the presence in other markets.

Everyone at Aguettant Asia Pacific HK focuses on servicing its clients by bringing quality and crucial medicines to the existing and new markets in Asia Pacific.

Pharmaceuticals

aguettant-corporate.com

FEEDELON is an eCommerce platform promoting innovative and sustainable brands. The marketplace provides dedicated e-shops to brands and helps them gain visibility online thanks to its “Ambassador Programme”. Any FEEDELON customer becomes a “Micro-influencer” by sharing their ambassadors code on social media.

The company is headquartered in Hong Kong since 2017 as the city is a prime open door to Asia for European and US brands, while the dynamism of eCommerce in the region is driven by Hong Kong and Mainland China.

FEEDELON operates with a B2B environment to connect designers and manufacturers in Asia especially in Mainland China, Taiwan and Thailand through the blockchain technology. Blockchain will ensure transparency on the sourcing of fabrics and supply-chain. It will also help generating simple smart contracts between parties.

eCommerce

feedelon.com
**Neoma** is an award-winning, Hong Kong-based hotel technology company. Part of HKSTP Smart City Hub, it covered 4,600,000 sq. feet of project with over 20 clients in the city and have a network of 60 resellers and partners worldwide. Neoma created Gaia, the world's first AI assistant helping staff serve the 21st century guests. Instead of replacing people by robots, Gaia gives more human connection through technology including guest recognition, guest need anticipation, real-time space usage, staff allocation, etc. It is considered as the best tool for staff to deliver a highly-customised stay while significantly increasing daily operational efficiency.

**IT Services**

**neoma.ai**

---

**Nowsnapp** is an innovative mobile application connecting people who are looking for instant services with other individuals or professionals in the area, who have time and skills to help them and earn money.

All services in one single app, the app is fun to use with its gaming-like interface, real-time notification and geo-location. Nowsnapp is as relevant for a start-up looking for a designer to craft a logo, as it is for anybody looking for a handyman or a quick beauty care. By posting their needs on the app, users reach people nearby who are available and unlock access to a new range of services.

Previously launched in France and New Zealand, the service is now available in Hong Kong since January 2019, with a social media development programme coordinated by Digital Business Lab. Graphic design, technical development, UI, marketing and business development are coordinated from its operational headquarters in the city.

**Mobile Application**

**nowsnapp.com**

---

**OLFINITY™** is a patented indoor wellness solution developed by Evergreen Land Limited. It empowers people to take control of their indoor life with long lasting impact on health and wellbeing. Facing impacts of indoor pollution and daily hectic lifestyle, OLFINITY™ provides a unique way to monitor, treat the indoor air quality and provides safe conditions to optimise the essential oils benefits. OLFINITY™ gathers three worlds - air control, air purifier and essential oil diffuser - managed by a Gateway and controlled by an App.

The proximity of OLFINITY to the Greater Bay Area and its burgeoning ecosystem of developers just across the border is key for its development. The company is working with partners all over the world: United States, United Kingdom, France, Mainland China and Hong Kong. The company will keep expanding through affiliates, hotels, corporates, co-working spaces as indoor pollution and hectic lifestyle are worldwide issues.

**Smart Home Air Indoor System**

**olfinity.com**
MODERN INDIAN CUISINE

Located in Wan Chai, **Daarukhana** is a contemporary concept delivering a new take on Indian food. The restaurant boasts lofty interiors defined by luxe finishes including brushed metal and gleaming marble, while the kitchen shrugs off convention by using ingredients rarely seen in Indian cooking. Daarukhana is spicing things up with its tradition breaking Indian cooking and cocktails. Formed by various regional cuisines and recipes, the designed-to-share menu features ingredients from around the world. There’s an abundant selection of “Not Very Small Plates”, Main Courses and Desserts.

A passionate advocate of Greek and East Mediterranean food, **Levant Foods** believes there is an opportunity for this much-loved cuisine in Hong Kong. Mediterranean cuisine is often associated with Italian and Spanish food, but the term “Mediterranean diet” is a very Greek concept, which advocates a healthy and balanced diet. The company’s sourcing philosophy reflects this idea.

**Quandoo** is one of the fastest-growing real-time reservation platforms for restaurants. In less than six years, Quandoo has expanded into 12 countries and has seated more than 110 million diners in more than 17,000 restaurants. Quandoo’s technology-enabled marketplace equips both restaurants and diners with the necessary tools to elevate dining out as we know it. Headquartered in Berlin, with international footprints in Austria, Switzerland, Italy, Turkey, the UK, Hong Kong, Finland, Singapore, Australia and the Netherlands, the company’s vision is to grow Quandoo into the world’s leading marketplace for dining out experiences. Quandoo is a subsidiary of Recruit Holdings, and with its sister companies HotPepper and AirRegi, forms the world’s largest restaurant marketing and software company.

**Dechant Music Academy** (previously IrinaSchool) is an internationally recognised music academy offering music classes in Hong Kong. Currently, it has two co-operated studios in Aberdeen Marina Club and Club Marinella respectively. Besides one-on-one instrumental lessons, the academy also offers Elementary Music Pedagogy classes for kids where students can interact with friends sharing similar music interest. Not neglecting the importance of practice, it also provides platforms for music performance by organising two highlight concerts annually.

**Levant Foods Limited** is based in Chai Wan and it has invested in premises, logistics and local staff. The company imports, markets and distributes its products in Hong Kong and Macau and focuses mostly on the food service sector. This includes restaurants, hotels, production kitchens, cafes, clubs and premium supermarkets.

**Quandoo**
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**The Green Platters** is bringing the newest trend in catering to Hong Kong. The company creates the most gorgeous and delicious grazing table masterpieces and platters that are vegetarian and vegan-friendly. Using only premium ingredients and organic produce, it offers a luxury gourmet catering that’s totally stress-free.

With its eye for details and excellent customer service, the company has been serving private clients as well as dignitaries from around the globe. Its creations are perfect for any occasion including corporate events, team meetings, social gatherings, birthdays, yacht trips, weddings and more.

All this while being eco-friendly. The Green Platters is a 95 percent plastic free company which places emphasis on ethical sourcing and sustainability. Its feature items also include handcrafted vegan cheese, spreads and others, all handmade in Hong Kong.

Food and Beverage
[thegreenplatters.com](http://thegreenplatters.com)

Dervla Louli Musgrave is the Founder of **Compare Retreats**, one of the fastest growing wellness travel companies in Asia. The booking portal and online publication is a trusted resource for luxury wellness travellers around the world.

Since its establishment in 2017, Compare Retreats has quickly become an authority on luxury wellness travel and been recognised in international publications including Forbes, SCMP and The Times for its work in the wellness tourism industry.

Wellness and Tourism
[compareretreats.com](http://compareretreats.com)

**BoBuy** is an Artificial Intelligent technology that let businesses to maximise capacity, recognise where demand is low, and change the prices of services in real time to drum up a customer base with the help of a dynamic pricing model. BoBuy enables businesses to increase revenue and cut costs, while at the same time sparing customers’ time and money by offering a variety of discounted services and activities through the convenience of one consolidated platform.

Headquartered in Hong Kong, BoBuy aims to further expand into Asia, with prospective ventures in Singapore and South Korea coming soon.

Tourism and Hospitality AI platform
[bo-buy.com](http://bo-buy.com)

**Nano Dimension** is one of the world’s leading additive electronics providers, targeting the growing demand electronic devices that rely on encapsulated sensors, antennas and PCBs. With its award-winning DragonFly™ Pro System for Precision Additive Manufacturing of Printed Electronics, which can simultaneously 3D print dielectric polymer and conductive metal, 3D printing of functional electronics can be prototyped more quickly and securely in-house with lower costs. The system can also be used for customised low-volume production.

Headquartered in Israel with offices in USA and Hong Kong, it also opened multiple Customer Experience Centers in these regions. Currently, it has 20 value-added resellers world-wide and commenced global sales in USA, EU and Asia Pacific. With Hong Kong office opened in 2018, it expanded regional coverage through Mainland China, Taiwan and Korea and commenced effective and successful sales in Asia-Pacific.

3D Printing Technology
[nano-di.com](http://nano-di.com)
Branding Records is made up of an international team of creatives and marketers from all around the world. Through creativity, strategy, and innovation, its studio approaches project with a 360° approach that helps brands rewrite the rules in the right markets.

The company has worked with over 100 clients over the years, ranging from startups to international corporations. With a 90 percent client return rate, the team works closely with each client to achieve local and global success.

Branding Records is experienced in working with a wide range of industries and mediums. From traditional methods to multidisciplinary digital products, such as brand development, WeChat campaigns and UI / UX, its talented team always delivers impactful yet lasting impressions.

With offices in both Hong Kong and Shanghai, Branding Records is committed to creating authentic, innovative and meaningful ideas, providing leading services to clients across the globe.

Marketing and Design
brandingrecords.com

Fro Zen Gelato believes in using the best raw material to make delicious gelato. To capture the true essence of a real Italian Gelateria, Fro Zen does not use any artificial colourings and aromas but only the freshest fruits and highest quality milk imported from Italy.

Its journey started over 50 years ago. An Italian entrepreneur, in the core of Treviso, guided by an extraordinary love for quality started its first Artisanal gelato. The first gelato shop was started in 1959, and this year the brand has finally arrived in Hong Kong. Fro Zen focuses on food service sector as the first step.

Food and Beverage
frozen-gelato.com

Asia Human Development Limited represents the GA Consultants Co., Ltd. in Hong Kong to realise the corporate philosophy – “inviting as many talents as possible and supporting as many Japanese companies as possible.”

The company focuses on Hong Kong and South East Asia market with its solid experience in human resources.

The company creates business opportunities between Japan and ASEAN countries. The “G” and “A” in GA Consultants Co., Ltd. represents “General Agents in the Growing Asia”. With its accumulated knowhow and experience in human resources, the company hopes to contribute to the economic development of Asia, including Hong Kong, and become “the representative of growing Asian business”.

Recruitment Consultant
gagr.co.jp

CHIBO is a leading Okonomiyaki (Japanese savoury pancake) restaurant business by delivering the true and evolving taste of Osaka. Discover the wonders of Okonomiyaki and the art of Teppanyaki. Founded in 1973, CHIBO has a large scale of restaurant in Osaka, the world’s okonomiyaki capital.

CHIBO plans to make Japanese food more widely recognised globally through actively expanding the number of overseas shops. Hong Kong has always been an international hub and makes it the ideal base from which Chibo can connect to the world and make its brands to flourish in the market. Chibo opened its first outlet in T.O.P. in Mong Kok.

Japanese Teppanyaki-Restaurant
m.facebook.com/chibohongkong
Headquartered in Tokyo, Japan, **weConnect** provides the one of the best global solutions for managing multi-national companies’ global accounting, treasury and tax functions with one point of contact, team, invoice, and system. Whether it is to manage one entity or many entities globally, weConnect can offer a revolutionary way to handle clients’ finance function.

Hong Kong, as an international financial centre, has proven to be a key gateway for enterprises to expand into Asia and weConnect has established an office to promote weConnect’s global back office solution to the multi-national companies of the city.

The company has a Global Business Center in Malaysia which effectively handles the global finance function for their clients, while payroll, tax and legal being handled by global providers within those functions respectively.

**Business Services Provider**
gowecconnect.com

---

**Korea**

**Chosuk Construction Co., Ltd** is a specialist contractor in soft soil improvement from Korea. With more than 40 years of experience, the company targets to operate the Hong Kong office for development of co-operation with local and global companies. With offices in Singapore, Vietnam, Indonesia and Philippines, the company hopes to develop co-operation by sharing technologies, experiences and enhancing its local strengths.

Chosuk C&D Co., Ltd is currently participating in the Third Runway project of the Hong Kong International Airport and is performing “Deep Cement Mixing” works, aiming at developing and introducing the new Soil Compress Injection Grouting (SCIG) technology for the city and other international markets.

Making use of Hong Kong’s strategic location in Asia and international business environment, the Hong Kong office of Chosuk also plans to expand its presence through co-operation with local partners and is looking for global partners for projects in Asia as well as Middle East and South America.

**Construction, Mining and Quarrying**
chosuk.com

---

**eITOV** creates a data-driven marketing platform for shopping mall business, which has connected both offline and online since 2008. Its platform provides a personalised marketing strategy based on analysing the collected online or offline data through customer interactions in various shopping mall industry. First established in South Korea, the company has expanded to Japan, Singapore and Mainland China, as well as emerging markets including India, Thailand and Vietnam. With over 80 percent of market share in shopping mall business in both Korea and Singapore, the company has built a user experience platform by providing digital solutions such as digital signage, interactive contents and media-art landmarks. In 2019, its third Asia office has been established in Hong Kong and is seeking more opportunities and partnerships in Hong Kong and Mainland.

**Data-driven Marketing Platform**
etov.com
**Lebanon**

**CulturaHub** is a brand new disruptive educational and corporate eLearning provider, offering innovative and cost-effective online solutions to high schools, universities and mid-size to large corporations.

Built on cutting edge technology, CulturaHub offers dynamic and adaptive training solutions to students and learners through the concept of “Blended Learning”.

The company has set up its first operation in Hong Kong, giving access to major Fortune 500 Regional Headquarters that are operating in Asia Pacific.

As part of its development, CulturaHub plans to hire a local team of sales and service employees, serving Hong Kong and APAC clients. After a successful start in Asia, CulturaHub is planning to expand in Europe and EMEA regions.

**Luxembourg**

**Finex Hong Kong Limited** is a subsidiary of Finex Group based in Luxembourg. With more than ten years’ successful record in European Market, Finex Group specialises mainly in investment funds of all types and corporate related services.

Since 12 July 2018, the company is approved as a licensed corporation by SFC in Hong Kong to carry out the regulated activities of Type 1 and 4. Currently, the company provides convenient and efficient services to Professional Investors in Fund Distribution for UCITS and Alternative Investment Funds (SIF, SICAR, RAIF) invested in Cinema, Chinese Fine Arts, as well as in fund structuring, fund administration or other related services upon request.

Thanks to the seasoned team of multi-cultures and multi-languages, the company is committed to building a bridge between Hong Kong and Luxembourg, widely speaking, between Asia and Europe to better serve its clients with the tailored solutions.

**IQ Solutions** (IQS) is a Luxembourg consulting company born out of a Big 4 in 2002. Today, it is the market leader for operational and functional consulting in Luxembourg and is actively supporting on-site projects in Europe.

The main focus of IQS is to provide resources support to top global custodians and asset managers by sending on assignment experienced Fund Accountants, Transfer Agents, AML or KYC specialists. As there is an increasing demand for fund administration operational expertise in Asia, IQS opened its Hong Kong office in August 2018 to provide better service of Asian-based Custodians, Asset Managers and Insurers.

IQS has now more than 230 employees globally and has built a strong and reliable reputation in the fund administration industry. The consultants are praised for their practical expertise and knowledge in the investment fund and banking sector.

**CulturaHub**

**eLearning**

culturahub.com

**Finex Hong Kong Limited**

**Fund and Alternative Investment Fund, Fund Distribution, Fund Structuring, Fund Administration**

finexis.lu

**IQ Solutions**

**Consulting - Fund Administration**

iqs.lu
Mainland China

A global leader in investment immigration advisory services, Good Hope Investment Services (Hong Kong) Ltd. is the wholly-owned subsidiary of CreditEase, a FinTech conglomerate in Mainland China specialising in inclusive finance and wealth management, as its immigration finance arm. As a professional consulting agency committed to helping high-net-worth individual achieve global asset allocation and wealth management, Good Hope offers a full range of products including real estate investment funds, tax planning and property investment services.

Following its continuous expansion, Good Hope recently opened a new office in Admiralty serving Hong Kong customers. The company aims to use the city’s advantages as an international financial centre to strengthen its position in the financial industry to serve investors better outside Mainland China. Its talented team of local and international professionals can help clients achieve their financial goals, while protecting their capital through investment discipline and risk management.

Overseas Investment, Residency and Citizenship Planning
www.goodhopevisa.cn

Highroad's business is focused on the travel service market, providing a practical and comprehensive global travel service for rapidly growing Chinese travelers. In addition to having large local suppliers worldwide, Highroad also has a professional independent technology research and development team and a 24-hour customer service team to make travel smarter and more comfortable through new technologies, such as AI and humanised services. Shijiebang.com is one of the cornerstones of the company as the site has received strategic investments from investors such as Jerry Yang, prominent institutional investors Sina.com and Fosun Group.

Highroad is keen to expand its broader travel content, such as the app "SayCheese!" that improves user shooting skills. "SayCheese!" is a brand new application developed with innovative technology that helps users take better travel photos and enhance relationships amongst people.

With its strong technical support, Highroad is leading the travel service industry to change. The company is proud of and confident in its presence in Hong Kong and its investors are also actively involved in Hong Kong’s business operations.

Travel and Hospitality
bang.travel

Beijing Knownsec Information Technology Co., Ltd. was established by a group of high-profile international security experts. It has over a hundred frontier security talents as the core security research team to provide long-term internationally advanced network security solutions for the government and enterprises. Knownsec’s specialities include network attack and defence integrated technologies and product R&D under new situations.

The company provides visualisation solutions that meet world-class security technology standards and enhances the security monitoring, alarm and defence abilities of customer networks with its industry-leading capabilities in cloud computing and big data processing.

Internet Security
knownsec.com
Uni-Century Finance is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Uni-Century International Holdings Limited. The company is licenced to provide securities trading, asset management and money-lending services. It is currently one of Hong Kong’s leading providers of financial solutions for small and medium-sized enterprises. Services include corporate loans, IPO consulting and investment funds. The company has been growing at over 40 percent per year and is currently developing FinTech-based services to provide clients with a one-stop solution to identify global investment and fundraising opportunities.

Financial Services
uni-century.com

As a Chinese renewable energy firm, WindMagics plans to use Hong Kong as a springboard to other overseas markets. It also hopes to attract more overseas investors to the Chinese renewable energy market. The company employs a Hong Kong-based team of consulting and project management experts who are responsible for researching, promoting and investing in overseas renewable energy projects.

WindMagics decided to invest in Hong Kong for a number of reasons, including the city’s favourable location, its multicultural environment, well-established legal system and preferential policies for the renewable energy industry.

WindMagics plans to establish branches in other countries and regions with renewable energy projects. In doing so, it hopes to create a cleaner energy mix and make a contribution to sustainable development and a greener future.

Renewable Energy Project Advisory, Development and Investment
windmagics.com

Agnus Consulting serves clients globally on strategy, leadership and enterprise transformation. Founded in Norway in 2006, the company moved its headquarters to Hong Kong in 2015 to serve more clients in Asia Pacific. The company collaborates closely with clients to grow leadership capacity to further its strategic goals and helps individual leader thrive. Its approaches include leadership development workshops, executive coaching, team coaching, mediation and reconciliation, labyrinth, and technology-enabled solutions.

Agnus Consulting performs its work from the vantage point of top management, with deep understanding of functional and sector characteristics. The company helps strengthen sense of purpose, overcome the fears that get in the way, and unleash the potential of peak performance.

The team members have held line responsibility as CEOs or business unit leads. They are certified coaches and facilitators, fluent in Chinese and English, and bring ample international experience.

Management Consulting
agnusconsulting.hk
**Client Profiles**

**Parkingbnb** offers all types of parking owners to list their property and gives automatic suggestion for drivers to find the closest and cheapest parking space considering personal preferences, including location, price, distance, traffic, fuel consumption, landscape and other parameters. Parkingbnb has both software and hardware solutions for drivers, parking owners and car producers. The aim is to reduce traffic congestion and illegal parking, decrease air pollution and rescue drivers from stress of searching for parking. This can be done with the help of advanced technologies based on artificial intelligence, blockchain and big data.

Headquartered in Hong Kong, Parkingbnb's strategy is to expand around the world starting with Asia Pacific and European cities. Parkingbnb aims to revolutionise the global parking market with its universal systemic approach to all the existing parking problems.

*Smart City*

parkingbnb.world

---

**BestTop** focuses on career service through customised one-to-one coaching and university career exploration programme. The one-to-one coaching is delivered by over 400 career mentors to help client define career goals and improve employability, and BestTop has achieved over 10,000 mentoring hours. The university career exploration programme is specially designed for universities from Hong Kong to offer their students industry exposures and internship attachments in Singapore. 250 Hong Kong students have joined the programme to gain valuable experience.

BestTop Hong Kong was founded in 2017 to extend its services to Hong Kong students, and it was enrolled in the Hong Kong Cyberport Incubation Programme. The company has been working closely with top local universities such as the University of Hong Kong and City University of Hong Kong.

*Education*

besttopcareer.com

---

**Fruits Vending Pte Ltd** is a vending machines manufacturer and operator in Singapore, specialising in providing freshly squeezed orange juice vending services to its customers. Its machines is certified by National Environment Agency in Singapore, where the company operates over 600 vending machines.

The I.Jooz vending machine is a smart application of technology and hardware that squeezes oranges directly in front of the customers to get juice straight from the fruit automatically. It also transfers data to the operation centre in Hong Kong through internet for refilling. The company has launched two I.Jooz vending machines at an office building in Kowloon Bay and a residential property in South West Kowloon.

*Food and Beverage*

fruitsvending.com
**SoftNET** is a privately held worldwide provider of telecommunication services established in 1996. The company has built one of the most advanced IP networks and opened all over the world with a team of specialists. Since 2008, SoftNET in Asia is servicing enterprises in Mainland China with its first office opened in Shanghai, and later expanded to Beijing. Besides Mainland China, SoftNet is present in Vietnam, Philippines and Singapore. The company also offers IP-MPLS and MPLS services to Europe market. It is committed to provide excellent customer services and proud to co-operate with many international companies based in Asia.

SoftNET is present on the Frankfurt Internet Exchange, Vienna Internet Exchange and Hong Kong Internet Exchange, partnering with more than 800 networks and is connected directly to a Tier-1 backbone network. It plans to leverage on its global network to expand its business in Mainland China, Hong Kong and rest of Asia.

**Reap** is an online platform letting SMEs to pay all operating expenses such as rent, salaries, and suppliers with credit card, so that they can gain instant access to capital and immediately improve operational cash flow or working capital for up to 60 days.

Reap has chosen to invest in Hong Kong because of its enriched and growing SME ecosystem. Due to their vibrant multicultural upbringings and history of international trade, SMEs are unique and inherently more global in nature. The company hopes to enable growth for these SMEs by providing easy access to credit and a more digital, streamlined payment management experience.

Hong Kong will be Reap’s headquarters in Asia as the company continues to build out its engineering, sales, legal, design and marketing functions going forward.

**Green is the New Black** is a media platform guiding individual to live more consciously on a daily basis in Asia and providing conscious brands to purchase from. The company is building the biggest community online and offline of sustainable brands in fashion, beauty, lifestyle and food and beverage.

The company has created online curated membership and media platform so as to provide comprehensive brands directory of more than 150 brands across eight countries, resources, articles on conscious living, social and environmental responsibility and profiles of inspiring change-makers. Also, big scale events like Conscious Festivals will be held to bring brands and consumers together twice a year in Hong Kong and Singapore, attracting over 5,000 attendees.

Media
greenisthenewblack.com
**Spain**

**Dai Bing 大冰**, a newly opened bar in Sheung Wan, is little sister to the renowned Ping Pong 129 Gintoneria. Situated at 52 Bonham Strand West, the bar features Hong Kong’s first Artisanal Ice Suite, moody black interiors, and an active music, visual and performance art programme. The bar specialises in Long Drinks and Portuguese Petiscos.

*Bar Restaurant*

[instagram.com/pingpong129](https://instagram.com/pingpong129)

---

**Sweden**

Founded in 1990s, based on Swedish research from Lund University, **Oatly** is Sweden’s leading dairy-free brand, with a broad range of nutritious and sustainable oat-based products. The company’s patented enzyme technology copies nature’s own process and turns fibre-rich oats into nutritional liquid food that is perfectly designed for humans. Based in the south of Sweden with headquarters in Malmö and a production and development center in Landskrona, Oatly’s products are available in more than 20 countries throughout Europe, America and Asia.

*Food and Beverage*

[oatly.com/hk](https://oatly.com/hk)

---

**Switzerland**

Computerline is a Swiss Cloud and IP services provider with 20 years of experience. With a global presence in more than 40 data centers and operating over 10Gbps and IPv6 compatible Internet Backbone, the company offers a wide range of managed services with comprehensive IT skills and infrastructure capabilities. Computerline’s most important hubs spread across Eurasia, including the most strategic locations such as Zurich, Geneva, Amsterdam, Dublin, Singapore, Manila, Hong Kong and Mainland China. Computerline specialises in connecting European companies to the Asian premises (or Asian companies to its distant offices) with low latency and high bandwidth, which is particularly critical for those with a focus on Cloud Computing, eCommerce, Financial/Trading platforms, Gaming and more.

Its daily operations are managed by the Swiss team, Computerline GmbH, and Hong Kong team, Computerline (Hong Kong) Ltd.

*Internet Connectivity and Cloud Computing*

[computerline.asia](https://computerline.asia)
[computerline.com](https://computerline.com)

---

As the global leader in negotiations, in addition to the operations in Europe and the United States, the **Schranner Negotiation Institute** is now available in Asia Pacific to provide professional training and consulting services to corporations who are seeking success in this region.

Hong Kong is one of the most important economic and financial hubs in Asia. It is also the gateway to China and Singapore. The positive legal and economic framework leads to steady economic growth and is conducive to many commercial, political and financial negotiations. As a centre for international arbitration and dispute settlement, Hong Kong also frequently hosts high-level negotiations.

*Negotiation Training and Consulting*

[schranner.com](https://schranner.com)
Amaryllo International Limited came to Hong Kong in 2014 as a leading provider of smart security and in-store solutions. The company excels in “AI technology as a service” business model. With a comprehensive range of services for B2G, B2B and B2C markets, including connection services and software/hardware integration, Amaryllo encompasses smart surveillance and smart retail integration services.

Hoping to use Hong Kong as a stepping stone into worldwide markets, Amaryllo recently became a partner of the Chamber of Hong Kong Computer Industry (CHKCI) so to expand its business. In addition to its offices in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and South Korea, its subsidiary in California, US, has just commenced operation. Amaryllo plans to establish a presence in Shenzhen in the near future by aiming to raise 10 million dollars and recruit 20 new staff.

Innovation and Technology
www.amaryllo.eu
www.soteriaai.com

As a big data explorer, Dailyview integrates big data analytics and Marketing Strategy to provide smart solutions for businesses. Dailyview team keeps developing its in-house online monitoring tools “KEYPO” and “FANSDO”. It is also the pioneer to publish a variety of hot content based on big data analysis to gain numerous viewers, and attract industry leaders to work with Dailyview. It builds a well-rounded social monitor bringing the internet insights to business. Expanding the business to Hong Kong since September 2018, the company seeks to bring technological synergy to enterprises in the city by integrating big data technology into the current business, focusing on data science application and value creation.

AI and Big Data
dailyview.tw/hk

Having been providing retail services in Taiwan for 19 years, Eastern Home Shopping Leisure Co. Ltd (EHS) provides services such as TV shopping, online shopping and telemarketing. EHS is a market leader in Taiwan best-known for its high sales volume and wide variety of products of its popular TV shopping platform.

In recent years, EHS has been expanding its business overseas, hoping to use Hong Kong as a stepping stone into other markets. In 2018, EHS acquired Strawberry Cosmetics (Services) Ltd., which owns Strawberrynet, an online cosmetics retailer that sells over 33,000 products from more than 800 of the world’s leading cosmetics brands. The company is headquartered in Hong Kong, from where it conducts all procurement, administrative, marketing, operations and inventory services.

Strawberrynet plans to continue with its overseas expansion strategy from its global operations and logistics base in Hong Kong.

eCommerce
strawberrynet.com
Founded in January 2015, **Envotions Technology Service Limited** specialises in project and technical consulting services. The company has grown rapidly since its establishment, providing technical support services, stable IT frameworks and expandable corporate solutions designed to integrate existing IT technologies and applications. All services aim to maximise the return on clients’ investments.

In addition to providing IT integration solutions, the company employs an experienced team of software developers and professional software consultants. It also develops software for IT departments in a wide range of industries. The company’s advanced technology and software management framework helps clients to effectively deploy IT systems in order to maximise operational efficiency and increase competitiveness.

Envotions has access to a comprehensive range of resources and network, which it uses to develop and market new services. It provides advanced resource integration solutions and cutting-edge IT services for clients.

**IT Consulting**

*www.envotions.com*

---

**NSecured** is an information security company founded in 2018 that independently developed its innovative technology of tokenisation. As an Asian leading tokenisation technology provider with PCI-DSS Level 1 standard ecosystem, NSecured devotes itself into areas of big data analysis, Personally Identifiable Information (PII) security, membership data security, payment data security and all other sensitive data security. Its values define itself amongst competition, portray what makes it unique, as well as guide the way it works with its business partners. By being secure, seamless, speedy, stable, scalable and sophisticated, NSecured promises to deliver the highest-level security services to the world of cybersecurity. It is recognised as the most advanced and trustworthy information security solution provider by clients. NSecured aims to provide an enhanced and comprehensive cybersecurity environment to all industries across the globe.

**Cybersecurity**

*nsecured.com.hk*

---

**ADAMAR** is one of the leading general ship supply and technical services companies which offers professional service to vessels calling at all ports, straits and shipyards in Turkey. It runs business in full compliance with international regulations and quality, safety and environmental standards.

Adamar provides technical services and repair jobs, as well as riding squads by certified subcontractors. Its Marine-experienced staff can give full support to the master and the superintendent on board at the shipyard around the clock. Other services include custom clearance and on-board delivery of vessels in all ports and straits of Turkey. The newly established Adamar Valves houses a comprehensive stock of typical marine valves.

Hong Kong representative office was established for sales and business development in Asia. Hong Kong’s location advantage as a Maritime hub and ease of doing business are the reasons for ADAMAR investing in Hong Kong.

**Marine Services**

*adamarine.com*
**Commerce-Connections** was founded in 1999 as a B2B or EDI software and service provider. The company’s solutions enable organisations to gain visibility and control over their supply chains by automating inter-company processes with suppliers, customers and other trading partners across its supply network.

Commerce-Connections WebForms service is a browser-based EDI-to-forms and forms-to-EDI Web application, an alternative to operating and managing EDI environment.

The service processes incoming EDI messages and presents the data to the user in a graphical format. Users can access and process the orders, invoices etc. via the web using a standard web browser. Immediate EDI compliance is achieved with numerous EDI hubs. Orders are turned into invoices at a click without the need for re-keying information.

Headquartered in Woking and also operates branches in Hong Kong Science Park.

**21st Century Learning International** (2ICLI) was founded in 2008 by highly experienced educators with a mission of “Building Communities of Learners”. The company aims to achieve its mission by facilitating a variety of educational initiatives including conferences, research, consulting services and professional development, emphasising on best practice and innovation in learning and teaching.

With a portfolio of over six annual conferences hosted across the world, as well as certified professional development offerings, 2ICLI brings together educators to learn and grow together. Its events focus on a variety of subjects including leadership, innovation, technology, health and wellness.

Headquartered in Hong Kong, 2ICLI has been hosting educational events and conferences here since 2008. The company is expanding the team further to scale up its operations in Hong Kong in 2019.

**Entrepreneur First** (EF) is one of the world’s leading talent investors located in six major cities around the world. It’s backed by the likes of Reid Hoffman’s Greylock Partners, Peter Thiel’s Founders Fund and other major players.

EF selects on the basis of technical talent, so candidates can apply before they have a team or an idea. Its intensive programme is designed to give startups the best possible support in the early days of startup’s life. It invests time and money in the world’s most talented and ambitious individuals, helping them to find a co-founder, develop an idea, and start a company.

EF has helped 1,000+ people create 200+ companies, worth a combined $1.5bn and funded by some of the most prestigious investors like Y Combinator, Octopus Ventures, and Index Ventures.
KNOdata makes factories happy, profitable and productive. It has the world’s first platform to collect real-time data on worker happiness and pay. This mitigates risk for brands, protects workers and ensures factories know that happier workers drives business, making a win-win-win for brands, factories and workers.

Factories and brands that have joined its programme have seen a 20 percent increase in productivity and 30 percent reduction in labour turnover.

The company is based in The Mills Hong Kong, which is a great opportunity for KNOdata to connect with world-class manufacturers. Hong Kong is a strategic location and window to sourcing offices of the world’s biggest brands.

Data Analytics and Social Impact
getkno.com

Molzi is a rapidly growing global startup based out of the UK and Hong Kong. It comprises eCommerce and marketing specialists enabling consumer brands to grow on Amazon, sell into retail and launch on global marketplaces. Molzi is currently working with multinational brands and has set up a team in Hong Kong to work with brands and manufacturers in the APAC region who wish to grow their sales on global ecommerce marketplaces. In addition to creating customer focused content and optimising search and targeted advertising, Molzi conducts competitor analysis and provides brands with advice on branding, pricing and promotional strategies suitable for global ecommerce marketplaces.

eCommerce Marketing Services
molzi.com

Headquartered in Oxford, UK, Oxford Economics is one of the world’s foremost independent global economic firms. It produces forecasts, analysis, and data on 200 countries, 100 industries, and 7,000 cities. Additionally, it boasts its proprietary Global Economic Model software for scenario creation and bespoke forecasting. The international team includes over 250 professional economists and analysts.

In 2015, Oxford Economics opened its Hong Kong office to serve as the gateway to clients throughout Mainland China. The Hong Kong office hosts Oxford Economics’ renowned Chief Asian Economist, Louis Kuijs and a team of senior analysts, as well as business development personnel to provide local support to clients in Mainland China. Due to its success, Oxford Economics is set to double its Hong Kong based team in 2019. Oxford Economics has 21 offices around the world including AsiaPac entities in Tokyo, Singapore and Sydney.

Economic Consultancy
oxfordeconomics.com
Founded in 2012, This Place helps global brands reimagine their customer experience and build products and services for the digital economy to drive differentiation, loyalty and value. One of the fastest growing award-winning digital design and user experience agencies, This Place is headquartered in London with offices in Seattle, Tokyo and now Hong Kong. The company has selected to setup its Asia operations in Hong Kong and is building a local team offering the full suite of digital strategy, UX and UI design and development services. This strategic move will help propel This Place’s growth and presence in Asia, as well as support the agency’s expanding client base from one of the largest innovation hubs in the region.

Digital Strategy and Design
thisplace.com

Salboy is a leading UK property developer owned and managed by property expert, Simon Ismail and the founder of the largest independent bookmaker in the world, ‘Betfred’, Mr. Fred Done. Salboy’s main headquarters is situated in Manchester UK, with its Asia headquarters in Central, Hong Kong. With a global presence, Salboy is redefining the property sector with their outstanding schemes. The team in Asia aims to better service and meet the needs of new and recurrent overseas investors, who is based largely in Hong Kong and wider South East Asia, at present. Operations in Hong Kong range from administration to direct selling and marketing of Salboy’s own developments to its Asian audience.

Salboy’s four major residential schemes – ‘Local Crescent’, ‘Local Blackfriars’, ‘Burlington Square’ and ‘The Press’ are currently under construction by Salboy’s construction subsidiary, DOMIS.

Property Developers and Real Estate
salboy.com.hk

Star Anise Limited is a professional recruitment company which specialises in legal, compliance, corporate governance and law firm business support and senior management (C-suite) roles. Its clients include multinational corporations, banks or financial services companies, local listed and private companies and conglomerates, PRC companies or conglomerates, regulators and international and US law firms as well as some leading local law firms.

Star Anise differentiates itself from other recruitment firms given that it is a specialist recruitment firm rather than generalists. Its founding directors are former practising lawyers with extensive legal as well as legal recruitment experience.

Recruitment Company
staranise.com.hk

STUDIO EVERYWHERE is a new kind of consulting firm – a decentralised global network of experienced strategic and creative problem solvers. The company works with ambitious clients across multiple sectors to transform their business and unlock new possibilities in today’s fast-changing world.

As a global network, the company is built around a diverse range of talent and specialist partners, ready to respond to any challenges its clients need to tackle next. The company combines brand strategy and design, customer experience and breakthrough innovation with the rigorous change management capabilities needed to help businesses grow quickly.

The unique way the company is structured enables Studio Everywhere to work in a more agile, scalable, efficient, and high impact way. Creating win-wins for its clients and its people.

Global Creative Consultancy
studioeverywhere.com
Launched in 2018, **Work in Progress** is a marketplace and education platform that helps young professionals find confidence and clarity in their work and life, by connecting them to resources, career coaches and mentors, aiming to help people in fast-paced cities achieve more fulfilment and purpose in their lives.

As part of the rapidly growing wellness industry, the organisation curates online and offline coaching content, community events and group coaching bundles to provide members with actionable guidance and support. Community members can book individual sessions directly with experienced coaches, or join an in-person group coaching offering to work towards their goals together.

Its collaborators are selected and vetted for their niche expertise, as well as their diverse backgrounds. In addition, strategic partnerships across the city provide further value for community members for exclusive benefits.

*Marketplace, Wellness and Education imawip.com*

---

Headquartered in the US, **CTDI** is a full-service, global engineering repair-and-logistics company providing best-cost solutions to the communications industry. CTDI’s one-stop-service commitment to customers has fuelled its growth from its core business, focusing on equipment repair, to include network infrastructure repair and logistics; engineering and network deployment solutions; product engineering, sourcing and supply services; CPE product (Set-Top Box, Modems & Data) testing, repair and logistics; and trading of smartphones and networking devices.

CTDI Hong Kong Ltd set up facility in 2015 and provides repair and refurbish, sourcing and logistic service to global customers and local telecom service provider. With office in Yuen Long, CTDI is planning to move its facility to new location in the mid of this year for increasing production capacity due to expansion of new projects.

*Repair Service for Telecommunication and Electronic Product ctdi.com*

---

**Efinix** is a global company driving AI edge computing through its Trion™ FPGA platform. The company’s Hong Kong office is a key driver for doing business across Asia, especially Mainland China’s Greater Bay Area. Hong Kong provides a centralised hub for Efinix’s efforts in the deep core technology sector.

The rapidly growing office includes a team of eight spanning sales, research and development and applications and software development leading innovation in programmable products.

In addition to Hong Kong and the company’s headquarters in the heart of Silicon Valley, Santa Clara, California, Efinix has offices in countries in Asia neighbouring Hong Kong, including Malaysia and Taiwan, as well as Toronto in Canada.

*Field-Programmable Gate Array, Edge AI Computing efinixinc.com*
The Lifespans founding team is formed of MIT biomedical engineers and surgeons from the University of Hong Kong. The team believes that the combination of world-class clinical care, strong research institutions, and government support, as well as a significant investor community, makes the city an excellent location for the development of innovative medical device technology. Lifespans focuses on the development of safer and more effective orthopaedic implants for repairing bone fractures in elderly patients.

Hong Kong serves as the research and development, clinical, and management center for its company, with a team of three full-time and five part-time staff who are all PhD, MBA and CFA holders and surgeons. As a company addressing the global market, the company plans to prioritise growth of its company team in Hong Kong, and look forward to expansion especially in research and development roles as the company creates more novel devices and address markets around the globe.

Medical Devices
lifespans.net

Organisations using EventBank consists of multinational corporations, enterprises, local and international chambers of commerce, professional associations, social community associations, societies and clubs.

Cloud-based Software Technology
eventbank.com

Founded in 2013, EventBank is a leading cloud-based engagement management technology company that provides event organisers, agencies, marketers, businesses, chambers of commerce, associations, and NGOs with solutions designed to streamline operations, modernise processes, and eliminate engagement challenges.

EventBank’s innovative all-in-one management solutions includes the best event management, membership management, email marketing, CRM, and mobile apps. EventBank is present in over 30 regions around the world, with branch offices in the US, Hong Kong, Singapore, Philippines, Malaysia and Indonesia.

Johnson & Johnson Innovation plays a key role in identifying and nurturing innovation in the region with the aim of accelerating early-stage solutions that address the world’s most pressing healthcare needs. Its Asia Pacific Innovation Center (IC) in Shanghai – one of four such regional centers globally – has now set up an IC office in Hong Kong. The company focuses on connecting and building relationships with local entrepreneurs at start-ups, universities and research institutes who are developing innovations across pharmaceuticals, medical devices, and consumer health care. Located in the Grand Century Place in Mongkok, the IC office provides early-stage research funding, licensing and collaborations, financing from seed to series B equity investments, cross-sector expertise, international markets expertise, pricing, and market testing. Johnson & Johnson’s Asia Pacific Innovation Center has already facilitated several new collaborations in Hong Kong and throughout Asia.

Pharmaceuticals, Medical Devices and Consumer Health Care
jnjinovation.com
The Motion Picture Licensing Corporation (MPLC) is an independent copyright licensing agency representing more than 900 regional and international film and television producers. Founded in the United States in 1986, the company now has offices in more than 30 territories globally. Following the launch of its local office in 2018, MPLC’s Hong Kong branch is now one of six Copyright Licensing Bodies approved by the Intellectual Property Department to operate a licensing scheme for the non-theatrical public performance of our clients’ movies and TV shows, providing a beneficial one-stop service allowing businesses, corporations, service providers, and governments to creatively, and legally, enjoy filmed entertainment as part of their ongoing activities. Hong Kong also serves as MPLC’s regional base, overseeing the company’s contemplated expansion into other Asian markets in the years ahead.

Rights Licensing Agency
mplc.hk

Synergy Fiber is an international leader in providing IT solutions and integration for large commercial buildings. The company started business in the United States in 1998 and has since expanded with offices in Hong Kong, India and other Asia Pacific markets. Synergy Fiber’s clients include office buildings, service office companies, high rises, universities, senior living, student housing and more. Their offered services include managed WiFi, broadband network, intelligent electronic locks, IoT integration and closed circuit television camera system. One defining feature offered by the company is their 24/7 “follow the sun” service desk model – customer will reach a live support technician when customer contact them for help.

IT Solutions Provider
synergyfiber.com.hk

Vivino Hong Kong Limited is the subsidiary of the California-based tech startup Vivino Inc. Vivino is one of the world’s largest online wine marketplace and most downloaded wine app, powered by a community of millions. Vivino’s unique wine shopping experience uses community data to suggest personalised wine recommendations, making wine discovery fun, accessible, and effortless for wine drinkers of every level. The Hong Kong entity is the regional headquarters for the APAC region, focusing on the local Hong Kong market as well as expansion to Singapore, Australia and other regional markets.

eCommerce
vivino.com

With over 190 employees, Zensoft is a scalable software development service provider powered by machine learning which provides a 100 percent on-time and on-budget guarantee. Specialised in AI, machine learning, NLP, blockchain, UX, UI and more, the company offers software development-as-a-service that fuels the backends of some of the world’s most notable startups and Fortune 500 companies. Headquartered in Silicon Valley with five offices worldwide. Hong Kong is the headquarters for the company’s APAC expansion with a special focus on the Greater Bay Area. Zensoft has a Technical Advisory team in Hong Kong that bridges technology and business needs for the clients. The company will keep developing its advisory team and marketing team.

Software Development Service
zensoft.io